Abstract We investigate whether Nobel laureates' collaborative activities undergo a negative change following prize reception by using publication records of 198 Nobel laureates and analyzing their coauthorship patterns before and after the Nobel Prize. The results overall indicate less collaboration with new coauthors post award than pre award. Nobel laureates are more loyal to collaborations that started before the Prize: looking at coauthorship drop-out rates, we find that these differ significantly between coauthorships that started before the Prize and coauthorships after the Prize. We also find that the greater the intensity of pre-award cooperation and the longer the period of pre-award collaboration, the higher the probability of staying in the coauthor network after the award, implying a higher loyalty to the Nobel laureate.
Introduction
Although the Nobel Prize is regarded as the highest scientific accolade (Zuckerman 1992) , interviews with Nobel laureates (Zuckermann 1996, pp. 218-236) indicate that its reception can lead to disruptions and unintended consequences in the scientific work process because of the abrupt upward mobility it brings, and furthermore ''the laureates' relations with their collaborators change most decisively'' (Zuckerman 1996, p. 232) . In this paper we investigate changes in Nobel laureates' collaboration patterns with their coauthors following the receipt of the Nobel Prize.
Several laureates have reported that the prize erected barriers of deference between themselves and their colleagues, separating them emotionally and putting a distance between them that is ''sometimes transformed into envy and the inclination to remove the hero from his pedestal'' (Zuckermann 1996, p. 231) . The resulting reduction in effective communication and exchange can disrupt the Nobelist's collaboration network, and thus lead to less interaction with collaborators. This is one of the possible ways a Nobelist's collaboration patterns may change following the prize.
A Nobelist's collaboration patterns may change due to several other factors, such as younger coauthors' willingness to establish an independent reputation (Zuckerman 1996; Merton 1968) , or Nobelists' reduced concern with recognition, or Nobelists publishing less out of fear that the newer work might be judged as mediocre (Zuckerman 1996, 229) . Nevertheless, some Nobelists choose to maintain their collaboration network in order to keep publishing, perhaps even compensating for the reduced research time caused by increased external activities and post-prize demands by taking advantage of the greater number of students who approach them. When Nobelists are keen to publish, they have an incentive to profit from collaborative work, bringing additional, complementary knowledge, skills and capacities to a research project. As is often argued, the result of collaboration is more than the sum of the single parts: ''[W]hen Watson and Crick set out to author an article together, a new author emerged, one not completely reducible to the two individual authors, James Watson and Francis Crick'' (Wray 2006, p. 510) . Not only has diversity of perspectives always been crucial to science (Shaman et al. 2013 ), but collaboration often emerges when the challenge at hand cannot be tackled by a single person (van Rijnsoever and Hessels 2011) .
Laureates may also maintain networks because they are accustomed to, and reluctant to deviate from, certain habits of publication frequency. In such cases, network stability can be strengthened by a desire or willingness to mentor young scientists, while collaborative possibilities are heightened by the Nobelist's ability to attract grants and greater access to scientific personnel and money. Collaboration can thus be either a strategic choice (Bozeman and Corley 2004) or one driven by curiosity or the shared excitement of conducting research and experiencing intellectual companionship (Heinze and Kuhlmann 2008; Beaver 2001; Katz and Martin 1997) . Continued research effort may also be inspired by positive feedback on quality publications and a reputation for still being active after receiving the Nobel Prize. The net effect is thus hard to predict.
In addition to Zuckerman's (1996) detailed analysis, several other studies focus on Nobel laureates, taking into account such factors as age or career path and productivity (Jones and Weinberg 2011; Kademani et al. 2005; van Dalen 1999; Stephan and Levin 1993) , intuition (Marton et al. 1994) , recognition across the career (Chan Gleeson and Torgler 2014) , speed of post-prize recognition (Chan and Torgler 2013) , the consequences of educational background and methodological orientation , age premium (Baffes and Vamvakidis 2011) , case study analysis of collaboration structure (Kademani et al. 2005) , collaboration productivity , family background (Rothenberg 2005) , professional ability (Shavinina 2004) , predictability of the Nobel Prize (Gingras and Wallace 2010) and knowledge spillover (Ham and Weinberg 2011) . In general, the exploration of Nobelists offers several advantages similar to those of a controlled (experimental) environment in that all prize winners have been affected by the same abrupt upward mobility shock and all are researchers with very high intellectual human capital and are thus relatively homogeneous in their collaboration ''attractiveness''.
We explore whether coauthorship patterns of Nobel laureates experience a change upon prize reception by analyzing the Nobel laureates' collaboration patterns with their coauthors before and after the award. Specifically, we identify when and how many new coauthors join and leave the Nobelist's collaboration network, measure the dropout rate of coauthors who collaborated with the laureate before the Nobel Prize, and assess whether these dropout rates are negatively correlated with collaboration intensity in the pre-award period. Our study thus contributes to the literature on scientific careers, which grew out of questions related to the skewed distribution of research productivity among scientists (Börner et al. 2010; Stokols et al. 2008; Dietz and Bozeman 2005) .
A descriptive analysis of collaboration trends
We explore the award's collaborative implications by carefully analyzing all pre and post award publications of 198 Nobel laureates listed in SCOPUS, whose records cover papers published between 1923 and 2014.
1 Our sample comprises 1970-2000 Nobel laureates in physics (N = 71), chemistry (N = 56), and medicine or physiology (N = 71) and thus excludes two-time winners John Bardeen (1956 and 1972 ) and Frederick Sanger (1958 and 1980 . A total of 34,287 co-authored publications are included in the analysis, of which 13,095 publications are co-authored by chemistry laureates; 6959 are publications by physics laureates; and 14,233 by medicine or physiology laureates.
Our first focus of interest is whether a change occurs in arrival of new coauthors in the Nobel laureates' collaboration networks after prize reception. , for example, observe a nonlinear inverted U-shape relation between the number of new coauthors and laureate age, one that on average reaches a peak after age 60. Our results identify a positive trend in new collaborators in the period before the Nobel Prize, which changes abruptly after conferral, with yearly values fluctuating around the value observed at the time of the award (Fig. 1) . Because the exact time of the potential breakpoint is known, we use the Chow test (see Table 1 ) to identify a structural break-that is a strong enough (co-author) shift of the pre-and post-award slope. This procedure is equivalent to testing whether coefficients in two linear regressions comparing the period before and after the Nobel Prize are equal (fitted line in Fig. 1 ), and it shows whether the rate of change of collaboration patterns differs before and after receiving the Nobel Prize. A statistically significant structural break at the time of prize receipt is confirmed for Nobel laureates in all age groups (age is defined here as the age of the laureate when she/he received the Prize), and in all three fields. Figure 1 illustrates the structural break, reflecting a negative change (from positive slope) in the rate of collaboration with new coauthors in the postaward period. This structural break is even stronger when we restrict our sample to deceased Nobel laureates.
2 In addition, we use a t test (see Table 1 ) for mean-comparison to assess the change in the level of pre-and post-prize collaboration measures, and the result of the t test indicates that Nobel laureates have, on average, more new coauthors after receiving the Prize.
Nobelists constitute a highly heterogeneous group with respect to age. We examine different age cohorts based on award year (Fig. 2) . In two of the three age categories (those who received the Prize before 47 and those who received between 57 and 66), we find that there is a negative trend in establishing new coauthorships after receiving the Nobel Prize. When we compare the results from different fields (Fig. 3) , a strong structural break (from a positive to a negative slope) is found for chemistry and physics. Overall, we observe a positive trend of collaborating with more coauthors before the Nobel Prize, and this trend turns negative after the prize, even though the average number of new coauthors is higher in the post-Prize period.
Next, we normalize the number of new coauthors by the size of the current coauthor network (see Fig. 4 ). We observe that the trend for establishing new coauthorship is decreasing before the Nobel Prize, but it remains relatively stable afterwards. This pattern indicates a structural break (statistically significant at the 1 % level) similar to that shown in Table 2 . In fact, when we test for the same set of subgroups, structural changes are observed in most cases, although less so for deceased laureates.
We move on to analyzing the dropout of coauthors (termination of collaboration), and we first focus only on scientists who were collaborating with the laureate before conferral of the Nobel Prize. Based on ex post information, we are able to identify the year of the last cooperation, which is simply the last year of available publication data, and we take the year after the last collaboration as the termination year of collaboration. We can thus report separate results not only for deceased Nobel laureates but also for collaborators who began working with the laureate before the Prize. We observe a particularly strong increase in the number of pre-award coauthor dropouts in the 10-year period before the Prize, reaching the highest number of dropouts in the year of the prize (see Fig. 5 and Table 3 ). After that, the number of pre-award coauthor dropouts falls drastically until it is almost zero, which could imply that, even though we have no counterfactual to test the assumption, the prize itself may promote a high level of coauthor sustainability.
The stability is also driven, however, by the fact that fewer pre-award coauthors are still collaborating, some having already left the network. Thus, we inspect the pre-award coauthor dropout rate. 3 We observe a relatively stable dropout rate at around 20 %, on average (e.g., 1 out of 5 coauthors stops collaborating every year), before the Nobel Prize, and a decreasing dropout rate after the Prize, indicating higher level of collaboration sustainability (see Fig. 6 and Table 4 ).
Next we explore potential sources of heterogeneity using different age cohorts (see Fig. 7 ) as well as field (Fig. 8 ). When our calculations are based on number of coauthor dropouts, we do observe a post-prize structural break (see also Deceased data up to the end of 2014. *, **, *** represent statistical significance at the 10, 5 and 1 % levels, respectively (Table 4) , we do not observe a structural break for the youngest age cohorts and in physics (and chemistry to a lesser extent). So far, we calculate dropout rates based on coauthorship relations that were established prior to the reception of the Prize, demonstrating that dropout rates of pre-award collaborations significantly decrease in the years following the receipt of the Nobel Prize. That is, collaborations initiated before the Prize are less likely to be dropped if these collaborations survive the receipt of the Prize. In order to obtain a more complete picture, we re-define the dropout rate; that is, we divide the number of 'dropped out' coauthors by the number of current coauthors regardless of the start of the collaboration. Using such re-definition, we obtain a structural break only for the overall sample (statistically significant at the 5 % level), but no significant structural break for separate age cohorts and fields (Table 5) ; moreover, in this case, the slope changes from negative in the pre-award period to positive in the post-award period (Fig. 9 ). In addition, no structural break is observed for the subsample of deceased laureates, and the pre-and post-award levels of dropout rates are not significantly different except for physiology or medicine and the 56-66 age cohort albeit only by 3 %. One possible interpretation of these findings regarding dropout rates would be that there is no significant difference between the collaborations initiated and ended before the Prize, and the collaborations started and ended after the Prize with respect to how these collaborations finish. Our analysis of pre-award dropout rates reveals that a core subset of collaborators survive the receipt of the Prize and face a significantly lower probability of being dropped; moreover, this is not because universal dropout patterns 
Multivariate analysis
In this section, we conduct a multivariate analysis that estimates the time effects before and after the Nobel Prize. In those cases that explore the number of new coauthors or the number of dropouts, we use random effects negative binomial model that takes into account the individual heterogeneity of the laureates and the overdispersion in our data [see specifications (1) and (2) in Table 6 ]. The variance in the number of new coauthors (dropouts) is nearly 25 (15) times larger than the mean. When working with the dropout rate we use a simple random effects model [see specifications (3) to (6)]. As controls, we employ laureate age (age and square of age) to take into account a scientist's career development, the gender of a scientist 4 , as well as research field. We also control for the nationality of Nobel laureates with a dummy variable (United States or other nationality), as it is possible that Non-US laureates are able to co-author more when they become better known after being awarded the Nobel Prize. For the time dummies, the reference period is the first 5 years after the Nobel Prize. The results clearly show that the number of new coauthors increases after receipt of the Prize, but, all else being equal, the entry rate (new coauthors/current coauthors) is smaller in the post-award period. For example, the estimated marginal effect for 6-10 years after the prize on the number of new coauthors is 1.03 indicating that in this time period, the laureate has on average one more collaborator per year compared to first 5 years after receipt of the Prize [specification (1)]. The new entry rate, however, indicates that differences before and after the 5-year post-award period are not statistically significant [specification (3)]. The number of dropouts [specification (2)] is also smaller for the periods 6-20 years after prize reception compared to directly after the Nobel Prize. Only the period 5 years before the award shows a larger number of dropouts (statistically significant at the 1 % level), an average of 1.95 per year more in relation to the reference period. These results remain robust when considering the pre-award coauthor dropout rates [specification (4)] except that the outcome for the period 11-20 years before the prize is no longer statistically significant. Finally, the result for the dropout rate that also takes into account post-award coauthors are not significant for each period before and after the Prize.
For the field and age controls, we observe that physics shows more stability than the physiology/medicine control group, reporting fewer new coauthors and also fewer dropouts. The age at which the Nobel laureate receives the prize also matters in terms of arrival and dropout of coauthors: younger scholars are more susceptible to dropout than more senior researchers yet they tend to collaborate with more new researchers. In addition, by regressing the number of new co-authors on the interaction terms of the time dummies and nationality dummy, we find that US laureates have significantly more new co-authors in the periods before receiving the Nobel Prize; a significance that disappears in the post-award periods.
5
Next, we look for evidence of loyalty to (or of) the Nobelist by assessing whether more pre-award interactions are associated with a lower dropout probability of the pre-award coauthors (Table 7) . We apply a probit model [specifications (7)- (8)] for the binary dependent variable loyalty (1 = have at least one publication together after the Prize reception). With respect to loyalty, we find that a longer pre-award collaboration history between laureates and their coauthors as well as a greater number of pre-award publications increases the probability that coauthors will not drop out of the network before the Nobel Prize. For example, 10 more pre-award publications above the average would raise the probability of staying in the network by 8.4 % points. Interestingly, our results also show that Nobelists who received the prize at quite a young age (under age 47) are more likely to maintain their collaborators compared to the reference group who received it between the ages of 47 and 56.
Finally, we explore whether pre-award and post-award collaboration intensity are positively correlated by using OLS [specifications (9)-(10)] and negative binomial regression models [specifications (11)- (12)]. We control for the length of the collaboration 5 Results are available upon request. 2.12 0.000*** *, **, *** represent statistical significance at the 10, 5 and 1 % levels, respectively before the Nobel Prize, which allows us to hold it constant when exploring pre-award collaboration intensity. In addition to research field, we also measure the laureate's age when the collaboration first started (in relation to each pair). Our regression results reveals that, all else begin equal, the extent of pre-award collaboration and collaboration length are positively correlated with the number of post-award collaborations. Our findings on preaward and post-award collaboration correlations as well as loyalty point to a very important characteristic of Nobelists: they seemed to know very well how to appreciate, nurture, and sustain collaboration within a productive and successful research team.
Conclusions
As Zuckerman's (1996) interviews with Nobel laureates suggest, upward mobility does not always result in positive outcomes. Our results do in fact demonstrate a decreasing trend of new coauthors joining a Nobelist's post award collaboration network. This finding is robust across most divisions of Nobelists based on age and field, with the only exception of laureates in physics, where there is no observable structural break. Our multivariate analysis suggests that the number of new coauthors increases after the Nobel Prize. With respect to the distance argument, we find no evidence that coauthors who were actively collaborating with the Nobel laureate before the award leave after the prize. On the contrary, not only does the dropout probability of pre-award coauthors decrease during the post award period, the number of dropouts increases quite substantially before the award. Considering the fact that the average team size producing a hard science publication has continuously and drastically increased over last several decades (Wuchty et al. 2007 ) any hint towards a decreasing trend of new coauthors or increase in dropouts in Nobel Laureates' teams at any point in time turns out to be more striking. The multivariate analysis further demonstrates that the dropout rates decrease 6-20 years after the Nobel Prize (relative to the 1-5 year post-award reference period). Once we include post-award coauthors, however, the dropout rates turn out not statistically different from that during 1-5 years after the Prize. The finding that the intensity of preaward publications and the length of pre-award collaboration history with the Nobelist reduces the probability of a coauthor leaving the laureate's network implies that loyalty does matter.
This study is inherently descriptive because we offer no counterfactual such as a control group of scientists with similar coauthor structure and pre-award development to compare with the Nobelists over time. Such a control group, however, although it would allow the inference of causal relationship between the variables and the award, would be extremely difficult to find. One approach might be to look at scientists who were nominated as laureates but did not receive the prize, a list of whom is provided by the Nomination Archive 6 (albeit currently only up to 1963, which is useless for our 1970-2000 dataset). Indep. var.
(1) Indep. var.
(1) The symbols *, **, *** represent statistical significance at the 10, 5 and 1 % levels, respectively Scientometrics (2015) 105:2215-2235 2231 Moreover, even when focusing on nominees, we cannot assume that their coauthor network patterns are similar in the pre-award period, and substantial differences make comparison even more difficult. This current study contributes to this approach by suggesting an important first step in identifying possible Nobel Prize effects; namely, the use of a Chow test to identify structural breaks. Future studies could thus take these insights as a starting point for generating more precise size effects of being awarded the Nobel Prize.
